
Acquired Disability as a Transformative Experience 
 
 
In this paper, I argue that the best way to understand what it’s like to acquire a disability is in 
terms of L.A.’s Paul’s influential account of ‘transformative experiences’ [TE].1  For Paul, TE’s are 
transformative in two ways: (1) they’re epistemically transformative, i.e., they’re ‘revelatory’ 
insofar as they involve 1st-personal knowledge of novel kinds of experiences or “what it’s like”; 
and (2) they’re personally transformative, i.e., they involve a fundamental change of identity, 
related to our preferences, values, outlook, etc. Her main concern is to examine the challenges 
TE’s pose for rational decision theory given that we can’t base our decisions upon informed 
choices and that not only our preferences but our sense of self are fundamentally different pre- 
and post-TE.   
 
The problem with Paul’s account, however, is that it focuses primarily on voluntary TE’s (e.g., 
becoming a parent, moving to a foreign country, etc.). As Carel and Kidd (2020) point out, this 
leaves out both involuntary (e.g., experiencing a horrific physical attack) and nonvoluntary (e.g., 
the loss of a loved one or experiencing an illness) TE’s.2  To coin some terminology, instead of 
Paul’s main topic of transformative choices [TC], I’ll instead focus on transformative happenings 
[TH] (e.g., losing a loved one, falling in love for the first time, etc.). For TC’s, I’ll use the example 
of choosing to become a parent. For TH’s, I’ll draw upon my own 1st-personal experience of 
acquiring a disability: viz., Meniere’s Disease (MD) and vestibular migraines (VM).3 While TC’s 
and TH’s share many similarities, I want to explore here how they involve very different 
phenomenologies in at least six basic ways. 
 
First, and most fundamentally, they involve different self-conceptions. For TC’s, I primarily 
conceive of myself as an active agent who voluntarily adopts a new way of life. By contrast, for 
TH’s, I’m a passive subject of experience, where TH’s (e.g., acquiring MD/VM) are not only non-
voluntary, but at least in my case, something I would have actively resisted if possible. 
 
Second, there’s a temporal difference. TC’s are by their nature prospective (i.e., forward-
looking). By contrast, TH’s are typically more holistic in nature, i.e., simultaneously retrospective 
(i.e., backwards-looking) and prospective. For somebody who’s acquired MD/VM, what’s most 
salient are both retrospective reflections upon certain abilities they used to have but no longer 
possess and prospective thinking about what kind of future they might have in light of their 
new circumstances. 
 
Third, there’s a different relationship to the experience of uncertainty.  For TC’s, the 
uncertainty typically comes before the TE, and the revelation associated with TE serves to 
resolve such uncertainties.  By contrast, for TH’s, TE takes place first. But rather than resolving 
uncertainty, TE’s primarily serves instead to generate a host of new uncertainties. 
 
Fourth, there are different fitting attitudes involved. TC’s are appropriate subjects of reactive 
attitudes, understood a la Strawson in terms of our responses to “the quality of one’s wills”, 
others’ or our own with respect to our choices. By contrast, THs are not appropriate subjects of 



reactive attitudes, but instead of more general moral sentiments such as sympathy, loss, 
surprise, etc. 
 
Fifth, there are different directions of fit. For TC’s, it’s a “world-to-mind fit”.  That Is, we seek to 
make the world “fit” our minds in terms of basic desires and intentions related to our TC.  By 
contrast, for TH, the primary task involves a “mind-to-world fit”, more akin to belief. That is, we 
need to make our present mindset “fit” with the new way the world is, now that this novel 
condition characterizes our life. 
 
Sixth and lastly, there are what I’ll call different ‘fundamental projects’.  TC mainly involves 
undertaking a new life plan – that is, adopting a new way of being-in-the-world with all its 
attendant joys and sorrows. By contrast, for TH, the project is primarily one of what I’ll call 
reconciliation. That is, what’s most salient is the need to reconcile oneself to this non-
voluntaristic new way of being-in-the-world with its own attendant joys and sorrows. What 
makes acquiring a disability so striking is that, in addition to (1) the more inherently exploratory 
mode associated with both TC’s and TH’s – insofar as we’re discovering a new way of life – TH’s 
also, unlike TC’s, (2) typically try to make sense of or reconcile our new life path with our past 
lives and plans we’re forced to leave behind 
. That is, with TH’s, it’s often much harder to leave our former selves totally behind, in stark 
contrast to TC’s as described by Paul. 
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